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1. Introduction

Plasma fluxes and beams of charged particles draw the

investigators attention to use them for amplification and

generation of electromagnetic waves. The principles of

excitation, amplification and generation of microwaves in

electron fluxes are well studied in such devices as TWT,

EWT, magnetron types of devices etc [1].

In ion injection when neutralizing the ion beam

charge electrons from a cathode-compensator are

accelerated by potential difference from several to tens

volts between the beam and cathode, then inside the

initial region of ion beams we have the electron movement

with the velosity vbe vbi (Vbe and vbi are the velositi-

of electron and ion beams respectively). Such beam

similar to plasma-beam system that is unstable in the

sense of excifation of plasma waves. [2], [3], [4].

The waves excited are one of the main reasons of

electromagnetic noises generation. They also influence on

efficiency of excitation from external generator of

electromagnetic oscillations and can influence on
electrodynamic characteristic of beam movement in
ionosphere plasma. In the latter case we have the

complicated multi-component system with several fluxes.

The analysis of such systems is rather difficult so in

this paper the wave properties of cylindrical plasma flux

infinite in longitudinal direction are analyzed and the

efficiency of such plasma waveguide excitied by the
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2 Plasma waves in a coaxial plasma stream.

The object of this paper is to investigate plasma
waves propagation in a coaxial cylinder with vacuum
boundaries.

2.1. Formulation of the problem

An axial symmetrical system is considered (d/dp=O)

The problem is treated in the l:near kinetic approach by
means of the following integro-differential system.
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f (a >C  ', ) = f (~ V <0. Va a -

'here r an: V are veloc:ty compor.ens along n and
r z

respectively and

f = f + f
a a a

The field conduction on the plasma-vacuum

SEP(R)=Ez(R), H(R)=H(R) (5)z z V V

EP(a)=E(a), HP (a)=HV(a) (6)
z z iP p

Where indices p and v denote the plasma and vacuum.

The dependence of the flieds, f and V is expj(kr-wt),a z
where K, and K are the longitudinal wave number for the

plasma and free space respectively.

2 2 Dispersion relations.

Solving equat:ion (2) w:th the boundary conditions

(4) and substituting the electrical filed components E

and Ez by n, we may find the perturbation function, f and

therefore the current has the following form

R
c 'cosa roA

Jz ( 2 2- ()cosa (( -

CO -a R-
,-a = os r

n= (  R

A = d . dV"Im
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It will be difficult to solve equation obtained However,
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If the resu.t (7) is substituted into expression (1)

it will be d:fficult to solve equation obtained However,

tne equation may be easily solved if we aaccept that
2 2
2 >a that is accomplished easily for V >V or when (R-a)n z r

is great and n is small Such'assumption is quite true

for the electron beam moving in the plasma along axis z.
2 2 'Then if we expand expression 1/7 -a in the series and

retain only the first terms of the expansion we shall

obtain the folbowing equation:

d2 c d 2
d 2 r 3 + T = 0 (8)
dr2  r I
Where

1 (K2+K2 )A KB

c . 4 2
jWc 7 c 0

22 I
2 2 .2 2 (K2-K 3

2 )]T = (K2-"2)- C

This equation is easy to solve in terms of

cylindrical functions. To obtain the dispersion relation,

it is necessary to use the boundary conditions (5) and

(6). We consider plasma cylindrical layer at the inside

and outside surfaces is bounded by vacuum. The dispersion

relation for this case will be:

TH (KR) DJ:(TR)-YV(TR)

K H.(KR) DJ (TR)-Y (TR)V-1 V-1
Where

I



KY (T " - Ka-TY .(Ta)J (Ka- V- I C.

- V 0 V 0 -.1

S Y (TR (KR', H (KR) - cylindrical
v v od a 3

Sfunctons of the 1-, 2- and 3 kind respectively

It was assumed that solution of eq (9) is other that

zero for r=O. From eq (9) one can find the complete

spectrum of the plasma waves and their increments or

decrements in a cylindrical coaxial layer plasma for

different R and a values.

23. Electron plasma waves.

The equilibrium electron and ion distribution

functions were chosen in order to analyse the equation (9)

and assuming the ion and electron thermal velocites to be

respectively less and more than the phase velocities of

the low frequency waves and the phase velocities of the

h gr. frequency plasma w'aves more than thermal velocities,

t : easy to calc'.ate the A and B integrals a-d,

therefore, the T and v, parametres If the electron

stream having the U velosity is moving in the plasma, the

expression of T2 parameter for the high -- equency plasma

;;aves is

2 
-2 (2 -

2 e 3 2 K2 V
. i(K -K .- 4

1 3 3 :e 3

. :'e _ :-"c. s + 3.-: de:,.)t o ; pl s i:id .;e
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e -=V " - the plasma freuer.sy, U for

su.- llon. over = an.:: u'= -K3U for s-mat.- or. o'.ver f = , U-

the electron stream velocity along ax:s z V =Te2,'2 the
(2KT /m)./ - tre electron thermal velocity, - the

e e

electron temperature, K =K -K2 K - the wave number in
o 3 o

the free space

For R -+ m and a --0 eq (9) are transformed into the

relation for unbounded plasma [3].

For a-0 the eq (9) are transformed into the

cdspersion relation obtained in paper [4]

Cylindrlcal function index v is near 1/2 with

considerable changes of parameters. One can express the

cylindrical function through elementary functions sin and

cos, then eq (10) for a=O is as follows:

1 1 K (KR)
TR ctgTR - RK1KR) (11)

One can approximate the final expression of the

dispersion relation (11)in the following way

nnT - - , n = 0,1,2,3... (12)

From equation (11) and (12) one can see the change of

the plasma waves spectrum VS the coaxial plasma cylinder

:imensions (R) and this eq. may be easily solved.

As an example some of dispersion curves for high
frequency plasma waves are shown fig.2 and 3. These

dispersion curves were plotted after calculation of the
equation (12). Influence coaxial cylinder dimension (R),

thermal electron velocities, the velocity and the density

of the electron stream and the phase velocity of e.m.

w-:aves are demonstrated by means of these curves.

The dispersion curves were calculated by the eq (12)
1/2

for r!=2, s( epeb) 1/2VF is the phase veelocity of

plasma waves.

The dispersion equation (11) determines the total

spectrum (w, K3 )of plasma waves and permits to estimate
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ut s r=13'" crr. f 10'Hz. the :requency of ex:tting
p

s-g.n.l cf order 5C MHz. From the calculations pe:ormed

and taking into account spread in plasma stream parameters

we have fount that K3 ranged in varies from 1 to 0 (m )

Knowing K3 , one can obtain the field distribution of

surface wave For large KR the distribution varies

exponentially E=Ezm exp (-K 3 r). For K = (1 .. 10)m -  the

field intensity reduces in - times in the distance

r= . 0 I: The size of string exciter must be within the

same limits.

3. The conditions of wave excitation and matching of
the exciter with HF generator.

To obtain maximum value of coefficient of

transformation of generator oscillation into surface wave

Sis r.esessary that field structure formed by exciter is
close to the field structure of cylindrical waveguide. In
the conditions considered the excitation is made by the 20
cm diameter ring. This ring is r'-ced into the volume

6 8 -3around beam plasma with densi, :~106 .. 108cm 3  at a

distance Im from injector. This the plasma antenna is a

synthesis of metal ring, ion beam and the volume of near

bearm ::i: ed plasma If w'e assume that the spat'al
Sst: ir ,: in c: critical plasmr density is like cosine

.:-. < :: ita-: e of about 1I f-cm the i.njector- o::e can
fi. he efici-rency of transecrmat:on 0o electromagne-.ic

:: .- es ;h:rch. are excited by this radiator
.he calcu'ation show That for K3=lOmi and r- m the

S .. - .nsforrmati n. is but 115 and for K. 1-"

S . -e. : s abo.; 7. : F, the 6W1. generar.,- the
e.nerg of surface wave wil be not less than 0.6W That is
ero:h .:.eeve the si:g::a on the ground. However .he
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e:'cr:le of ge:.erator and beam rmat ching is very important.
To determine the influence of matching one can use the
e u: .'*.ent el r: ,, sch:em-e' i:. the flg.4, where

II - is the ion injector, E - exciting ring,
- capacity between beam and E,

C'' - capacity between II and the space,
Cn - Input capacity of a coaxial cable,

Z1 - impedance between the injector and exciting
ring.

Z p - Impedance of plasma antenna;

r - internal resistance of the generator;

U - output HF voltage of unloaded generator

UA - effective voltage at the input of plasma
monovibrator

We assume than ZpA is the active impedance which
equal 100...1600 Ohm, C =75pF, i.e. X. =1/wC. in48 OhmIn In in
for f=45 MHz C''=11pF, X'=313 Ohm.

Z1= /s- - impedance of initial region of plasma beam
where. o=(c-1)iw co is the conductivity of plasma that are
formed by the beam on the cut of the injector, c is
dielectric plasma permeability. Z1=X1=4 Ohm

Taking above estimation one can write the expression
for generator load at points 1-1

S(X- X )-X'(rpA+(Xl- X" 2 ) -irp(Xl- X )2

rpA (X 1- X )2+i rpA(X1-X")-(X'-Xin )[rA A(X1-X" )2

Using above values fdr equivalent scheme one can
obtain Z =-i45 Ohm, i.e. the generator operates with
capacity load X 1I=45 Ohm. For rpA>>X" the voltage value
UpA 'an be defined by the following formula

X"-X

pA=11 X'+(X"-X ) 0 11
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;,:ere U.,=U - 1  = 26.5 V

- /r - X,,V. 1

This for the uzed excitation scheme of plasma antenna

the efficiency of radio frequency generator is less than

I 10% for voltage and less 1% for power. In the case when

Z <1600 Ohm and taking into account the influence of near

beam plasma the power of signal radiated by plasma antenna

can increase by a factor of 10.

4. Oscillations in the circuits, gas discharge and

beam of ion injector.

The electromagnetic processes in the ion injector can

be devided on the internal and external ones. The internal

problem includes the consideration of plasma instabilities

in gas discharges, fluctuation in injector electric

circuits and noises inside spacecraft. The ex'-rnal

problem is connected with plasma instabilities in plumes,

interactions of plasma jets with electronic equipment and

environment.

e oscillation phenomena in gas discharge chambers

play L substantial role in generation of electromagnetic

fields in circuits, bean, jet and environment. They

determine input excitations for injector plumes and

e:xperime. s rave sho-. that ccharacteristic of fluctuations

r. the circuits and jets are closely interconnected. There

are many gas d:sc.arge instabilities and oscillations. For

examl:e t.hey c-n irise ;ue to the processes of ionization

(f-10 10 Hz), electron and ion drifts r! . crossed

le'" r: and -a::et ' f:elds ( 1 0  10 ':). cyclotron
S10_ - 8 " a.n Lang:::uir plass: osi: lltions

-5- . 0 1  1 e

Sr s te o: -spe-.ivo-ly low natural freque:ies o



c:rcult filters the spectrum oscillations ca: be very

wide one due to noninear performances of the electric

circuit componen.s and gas discharges The oscillation

processes can cause the discharge voltage Ud and and

current Id modulation.

The measurements of spectral density of the

electromagnetic field intensity of ion injector near

electrical circuit wires were carried out in wave band
104 ...10 Hz. These measurements demonstrated that magnetic

components of electromagnetic LF and HF fields out of an

ion injector are larger then electric fluctuation fields,
which are located near wires with the discharge current.

The spectral intensity of the magnetic fields are
illustrated by the fig. 5. There are no electromagnetic

fields larger then environment electromagnetic noise at
the distances about 150m from injectors. The analysis of
experimental results and analytical estimations have
allowed to determine the spatial structure of
electromagnetic fluctuation fields from injectors.

The theoretical and experimental studies of the plasma
jets waves characteristics show that a slow potential and
fast electromagnetic waves propagated [1,2,3,5]. Basically
excitations of waves are connected both gas discharge and

stream instabilitif- Therefore we can consider gas
discharge chamber a. one of subsystems. Electrical
circuits and energy system, plumes, onboard systems and
ionosphere are other subsystems. All subsystems have
different interaction between them. It was found by
investigations that every subsystem has both a natural and
correlated spectrum of oscillations which are defined by
the other subsystem parameters.

The spectrum of interconnected oscillations is often
very complicated and there are a lot of harmonics or
spectrum modes. In laboratory investigations we have found
that the intensity and spectrum of electromagnrtic waves
radiated into environment depend on both separate
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su-:--te- rc.-ra-eters and wno!e complicated system One can

: . -:. s ectru. L . plas::.a osci": l atio.s ::. p: -.mes Is

changec fro- gas dicharge spectrum (f<10 Hz) not strong

(see Fg 5' Ir. plasma streams the spectrum cutoff on the

electron plasma frequency. The plasma density is decreased

along streams and the spectrum becomes more narrow on

large distance from the exhaust of an injector. Therefore

plasma spectrum in plumes is determined by plasma gas

discharge instabilities and natural instabilities of

plasma plumes.

In ion Ingector one of the strong instabilities is the

two stream one which arises due to the potential

difference of voltage. The electrons from cathodes

(compensators, neutralisators) go into plumes with

velocities determined by these potential differences, i.e.

the veloctcies of these electrons are larger than plasma

streams ones As result the stream instability arises. The

features of stream instability in plasma plumes have been

cor.sier. ir. the part two

The instabilities as well as the generator of the EM

oscillation can excite plasma plumes like waveguides or

surface rode dielectric (plasma) antennas which radiate

electromagnetic waves along axis of plumes or in any

angles to axis.

The plasma Instabilities are transformed into transverse

eleco ior get:-c wave on the plas.:a boundary or they induce

Salte:r t--e :--rrents inl con uc-tive materials of the

S d spacecraft These :i.enomena are the reasons

of ele otro -.gnetic noise :adiations which form

i .-.- : e: .ces for e.lectonic systems. To verify the

t r:c-t cl ad experi--ntal laboratory experiments the
o.: ... n . : el- . o:: gn tic f !ields ir!

Op-i :D : .. :' :.1:. io :: ,- o f :;.. :,!: - . ... tl. -.- ]? 'T in1

. -- :rn\ -ror: en. ( 5 . 50- , 0. .. 1.2MHz,

... .. .. -. .: : .: 'i 'i out Onboa rdc
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measure,ents are correlated to laboratory results The

goo- example of this suggestion is the laboratory and

flight ti-e performanres of changes of HF waves intensity

(Fig 6)

5 The electromagnetic waves excitation by charged

particles beam and their propogation in ionosphere.

The conditions of wave excitation by the beam in the

extremly low frequency wave band for the orbit height

300. 400km can be analyzed by means of dispersion

equation for the interaction of infinite beam with

infinite plasma [4]. Even in this simply case the

dispersion equation solution for the wave progation in

arbitrary direction in infinite ionosphere plasma in the

presence of the ion beam has the complicated character.
The relatively simple analytical equations for wave

frequency spectrum can be obtained in the limiting cases

of beam motion along and transverse to the geomagnetic

field. In the general case of the arbitrary direction of

the wave propogation for the longitudinal injection the

derivation of analytical solutions for dispersion

equations are rather difficult. The simply formulas can be

derived fc- e low frequency region wu<. (f. is the

ionosphere .-n plasma frequency) for Alfven and the
magnetogydrodynamical wave spectrum. At the frequency band
i -i - Q e (fe is the ionosphere electron-cyclotron

frequency) the ion component of the beam excites the

electron whistlers. One can be concluded from estimations

that the ion beam exicitation for Ar ion beam with 800 eV

energy at the low hybrid frequency is rather effective,

therewith these waves can propogate essentially transverse

to the geomagnetic field.

The comparison of every foreqoing increment

estimations for ion beam enables to draw a conclusion that

fast magnetosonic waves are excited most efficiently when

I
I



I
be beam inrection direction is transverse to the

S ge-mgnetic f:eld a- the low, h-.br resonance frequences.

The analysis of whistler modes propogation shows, that

I for quasilongitudinal excitation the whistler modes can

propogate to the ground while quasitransverse and

transverse excitation the wave rays are captured by the

1 ionosphere wavequide The estimation show that the ground

whistler signal reception must be conducted in the region

I with the width of -100km, displaced approximately at 100

km from the underneath satellite point to the north.

6. Conclusions.

The injection of the ion beam into ionosphere is

accompanied by the complex of radiophysical processes both

in the injector subsystems (circuits, gas discharge, ionI beam) and ionosphere. The qiven estimation for "Arfa"

experiment conductions determine possible spectrum

different wave excitation and allow to elaborate

mesurement devices and methods as well as methods of

* analysis of experimental results.
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